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MGPL Gauges, work for ages.
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STUNNINGOBSERVATION

Gauge cost per component with steel gauge was 0.87 Ps.
Gauge cost per component with MGPL Carbide Gauge was 0.08 Ps.
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STEELSTEALS!

Steel business is still business! We say this
because steel gauges covertly steal your

profits. One tends to think of them as the
cheapest alternative as their cost of

purchase is lowest. However, the aspect
of their age is never taken into

consideration and unknowingly, the
profit margin is slashed down.

CarbideHeals!

Carbide business is wide
business! The reason behind this
confident exclamation is the

longer life of a Carbide Gauge. It
has been proven, that "Carbide
Gauges live 20 times longer than
the Steel Gauges." This
comparison shows that Carbide
Gauges are extremely economical
(to be precise, 11 times)

than Steel Gauges.

WelcomeCarbide. Bve Bve Steel

The evidence is here. The Graphical
representation given beside by one of our

satisfied customers proves the economical
advantage of the Carbide Gauge.
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CARBIDEGAUGESARETHEBEST.BUT
WHATIS EVENBmER;'

Simple answer MGPL Carbide
Gauges, the best gauges among the

Carbide ones. Not one or two, but
there are 6 strong reasons, why

the MGPL Carbide Gauges are
the best.
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ISO9001

Every product at MGPL has
to live up to the ISO 9001

standard, by passing
through the rigorous

inspections at every stage
with the best possible

measuring instruments.
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HIGHQUALITYMATERIAL

MGPL Carbide Gauges are
manufactured from the 'wear

resistant Carbide', made by
either SANDVIK or WIDIA. In

plug and ring gauges, extra wall
thick Carbide is used to ensure

dimensional stability. Our customer
feedbacks often talk about the

satisfying quality of the material.
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PERSONAl
TOUCHOFPRECISIONlAPPING

Excellent surface finish is given to every product
by the process of lapping that removes even a minute

layer of unnecessary material. Our experienced lappers can
practically feel even a micron. That is why most of our plain Carbide

Gauges have a surface finish better than 0.05 !l Ra.
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~,0"-JWith our lapping process we can supply more than 90% of our plug/width gauges
close to higher limit and in case of snap/ring gauges at lower limit. Every micron

extends the life of our product.

. INSPECTIONANDTRACEABIliTY

Every product is inspected in a standard room with the best of instruments. Each gauge
is certified with traceabll.ity to NPL.

lONGEXPERIENCE
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MGPL Gauges, work forages.
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MGPL is the first to introduce Carbide Gauges in India and has been manufacturing
them since 15 years.
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MIKRONIX GAUGES PVT. LTD.

P.O. Box No. 701, B - 29, MIDC Industrial Area, Chikalthana, Aurangabad - 431210. (M.S.) INDIA. Tel.: 0091 -240 - 483059,482210,
Fax: 0091 - 240 - 483061,481323 E-mail: mgpla@sancharnetin info@mikronix-gauges.com Web: www.mikronix-gauges.com
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